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Whether it’s a big overnight camp or a night out in your own backyard,
get the kids in gear for an unforgettable summer vacation!
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10 Reasons to Send
Your Kid to Camp
By Diana Christensen

C

amps are fun. But why are they

important? Is there more to them
than just silly games and goofy
songs? Way more. For our savvy little digital
natives, sometimes the great outdoors is
just that: great. At one of Metro Parent’s
Camp Expo events, we asked some of people
who run camps to explain the perks and
benefits – namely, why it’s worth the money.
These folks have a real passion for the camp
experience. They made a strong case.
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state and beyond – and the
camp’s counselors and leaders,
who serve as positive role
models who can leave a huge
impression. They’re not strict
“law enforcers” but older,
“cool friends” who care about
kids.

Exposure to diversity.
Camp connects kids to people
they may not normally meet,
says Billy Rankin of YMCA
Camp Chingachgook on Lake
George in Kattskill Bay, New
York. “That’s very practical
to their everyday way of life
to give them that exposure
early on,” Rankin says. Kids
learn the world is a big place
with lots of people who might
do things differently than
they’re used to. That includes
other kids from all over the

2

Self-esteem boost.
When kids are at camp, they
don’t have mom and dad
there to help them approach
people and make connections.
They have to put themselves
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out there, says Barbara Broadbridge
of Camp Deerhorn in Wisconsin. “It
teaches the kids confidence when
making friends from all over.” Learning
how to canoe or developing archery
skills also makes a child realize how
capable he or she is to learn and
grow. According to the American
Camp Association, 92 percent of kids
who attend camp say the people at
camp helped them feel good about
themselves.
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mom and dad can learn how to trust
themselves to make decisions and take
care of themselves.
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Attune to nature.
“Camp gets kids outdoors and enjoying
nature,” says Lisa Stone, formerly of
Girl Scouts Heart of Michigan Camps
in Kalamazoo, Michigan. “It’s a need
for kids that probably doesn’t get
met.” Stone isn’t alone in seeing how
important camp has become in filling an
important gap in modern kids’ lives.
Kids today spend much less time
outdoors, causing a “nature deficit”
according to several reports. But camp
reconnects them with nature, seeing
things like frogs and trails in person
and experiencing swimming in a lake or
biking along a path.

Develops independence.
“It’s a great way to encourage
self-development and also develop
independence,” says Debbie Whelan
of Ypsilanti. Kids are empowered at
camp to take care of themselves,
with guidance from camp counselors.
Bedtimes are set and schedules are
packed, but children still have to get
themselves up and ready, make their
beds and find their way to the mess
hall. And kids a little too attached to
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Instills leadership.
“It teaches them important leadership
skills,” says parent Gary Myers of
Battle Creek. Because camps allow kids
to make choices and direct summer
projects, they’re natural leadership
training places. These kids are less likely
to be affected by peer pressure and
more likely to set the pace and tone
for other kids – and feel empowered
in tasks they take on throughout their
lives.

Gives wonderful memories.
“Camp builds good memories for the
future – to enjoy the summer with a
lake-front experience, swimming and
meeting new friends,” says parent
Tanya Williams of Commerce Township.
Kids have tons of memories of the
good times, silly shenanigans and fun
activities. It’s a time of discovery and
self-improvement that stays with a kid
long into adulthood.

Helps them make friends.
“They get to become lifelong friends
with people they don’t necessarily
live right next door to,” says parent
Joan Larsen of Ann Arbor. “They can
make friends with people from all
over the state.” This offers a unique
opportunity for your child to branch
out in buddies. Navigating and building
these friendships over the summer also
teaches kids how to be more socially
confident – something they can take
back to school with them in the fall.
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Gets them active.
“Camp helps kids learn how to be kids
again,” says Carl Fleming, formerly
of YMCA Camp Copneconic in Fenton,
Michigan. “In this technology-filled
world, camps cut back on distractions.”
Many ban cell phones and computers,
so kids can truly take advantage of
summer. That means those prone
to sit on their duffs and text or play
video games are forced to get up –
and get moving!

Develop interests.
“Camps are a nurturing environment
for a child to explore activities and
programs that could turn into lifelong
passions,” says Diane Gotelaeve of
Saline, formerly of Summers-Knoll Camp
in Ann Arbor. With so much to do at
summer camp (archery, swimming,
canoeing, crafts, etc.), there are many
fun activities to discover. It’s a perfect
place for your child to tap into an
interest he or she wants to carry on
after camp is over. Did your daughter go
gaga for horseback riding? Perhaps she’s
a budding equestrian who would enjoy
regular lessons.
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Occupies the summer.

“I have to work!” says Diamond Zhu
of Dearborn Heights, expressing what
for many parents is the most practical
reason. After all, when school lets out,
kids have to go somewhere to spend
their time. Camp isn’t just a “parking
spot,” though: It also offers fun,
excitement and lessons that last.
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Camp Crafts:
Sit-Upon and Dish Bag
By Lish Dorset

I

f you’ve got kids
heading to overnight
camp, getting them

involved in making a
few crafts they can
actually use during the
adventure is a great way
to get them geared up.
And really, even if you
just plan to do a little
weekend hiking, biking or
local-park exploring this
summer, we bet you’ll
need to pop a squat at
some point – or have a
bite to eat. This DIY duo
will definitely serve you
well, in both tasks!

Sit-Upon
Adapted from classic scouting gear,
a sit-upon is handy to have during
your trip to give you a dry, clean
space to sit during mealtime, story
time or, most importantly, s’mores
time!

Materials
• Marine vinyl
• Drill punch
• Piece of
scrap wood
or cardboard

•
•
•
•

Newspapers
Scissors
Lanyard lace
Ruler

Instructions
1 Cut two 15-inch squares from
the vinyl. You can find this
material at stores like Jo-Ann
Fabrics – there are so many

colorful options! Turn one
square over and place on top of
the scrap wood or cardboard.
This is your work surface.
2 Take a stack of newspapers
about a half-inch thick. Center it
so there’s about 1 inch of room
on the right and left sides of the
square – and just less than an
inch on the top and bottom of
it. Place the other square on top
of the pile, right side up.
3 With a drill punch, make a hole
every inch around all four sides
of the square. Once you’ve
done that, go back and add a
hole to each of the four corners.
Tip: If you’re worried your vinyl
is shifting as you work, try
holding it in place with heavy
objects on top of the piece – or
pin together with clothespins.
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4 When all the holes are made,
you’re ready to start lacing. (To
stick with our bright sit-upon,
we used neon lanyard laces from
the kids aisle at the craft store.
They come in packs of five to six
bundles.) Cut a length of lanyard
lace bigger than your square and
start lacing the two pieces closed.
Leave a 3-inch tail at the one end
so you can tie off the lace at the
end. Tip: If you run out of lace
as you go, that’s OK. Simply cut
another piece and knot them
together to keep working. Double
knot the lanyard lace after the
last hole to finish the piece.
5 Prefer a little more cush? If you’d
like to make a thicker sit-upon,
simply use a taller stack of
newspapers and adjust the size of
the vinyl squares that you cut.
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Materials
• 2 bar mop towels
• Shoelace (we used craft laces –
found next to the lanyard packs
we used for our sit-upon)
• Needle and thread or sewing
machine

Instructions
1 Fold over the top of your first
bar-mop towel 1 inch and sew
straight across. Repeat for the
other towel. You’re creating a
channel for the drawstring.

Dish Bag
After you’ve enjoyed a snack by the campfire, it’s important to have
your utensils cleaned and ready for breakfast. This simple dish bag will
let clean cups and plates dry during the day as you’re out having fun.

2 Place the two towels together
with the wrong sides facing out.
Starting on one side, just below
the drawstring channel you
made, sew all three sides shut.
Stop just below the other side of
channel.
3 Turn the bag right side out.
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4 Pick one of your shoelaces from
your package and feed through
one of the channels you made.
Tip: If you need assistance
pushing the shoelace through,
pin a safety pin to the lace so
you have something bigger to
push through the channel.
5 After you’ve pushed the
shoelace through one of the
channels, pull the lace to give
you more slack and push
through the other channel. Knot
the shoelaces right outside of
either channel. Knot further
down the laces to make a loop
for hanging.
6 When kids are done washing
dishes, they can place them in
the bag to dry – hang it from a
clothing line or outside a tent or
cabin to dry!
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Pick the Perfect Camp for Your Child
By Kristen J. Gough

F

Know the options

eeling a little lost in the woods, so to
say, when it comes to choosing a summer
opportunity for your child? You’re not

alone. Sifting through options and selecting one
that complements your child’s personality and
interests can be overwhelming. If you’re still
Googling and grilling friends on finding the right
place for your kid – and scratching your head
over how you’re going to schedule and pay for

Overall, summer camps often
fall three categories – traditional
overnight, activity day camps and
enrichment. Those aren’t industry
terms. But after chatting up several
southeast Michigan camps and
experts, the names came up as
easy ways to quickly distinguish
what a camp offers. Here’s what
they look like:

Overnight camp: Kids are grouped
with a counselor and live away
from home in cabins. They
stay weeks at a time and often
aren’t focusing on one specific
activity – like soccer or robotics.

it – you’ve come to the right place. Read on for
Metro Parent’s summer camp primer.
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Instead, kids learn to become
more independent and make
friendships with other kids as
they explore and appreciate
nature. Campers often return
year after year to the same
camp and can even become
counselors themselves once they
are old enough.

Activity day camp: Includes a
whole range of experiences,
like camps at local health clubs,
parks and more. Offer a variety
of activities during the day but
don’t necessarily focus on one
specific development skill.
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“Arrrr!
I be ha
vin’ a j
time at
olly
me pira
te cam
p!”

Enrichment camp: Umbrella term
for day or overnight camps that
strive to expose kids to a new
interest – such as fashion design
or theater – or develop their
talents in an area where they’ve
already expressed interest, like
sports and music.

Find the right fit
Before you crack open a camp
guide, think about what strikes
your kid’s fancy. If your child can’t
seem to keep still, sports camp
might be choice. For those who
like to work with their hands, maybe robotics camp is right. Observe.
Ask.
“Talk to your child’s teacher,”
adds Susan Griffin, longtime
director of special and summer
programs at Cranbrook Schools
in Bloomfield Hills who recently
retired. “They may have insights
about what really interests your
child that you may not have considered or known about. Maybe
the teacher has noticed that
Jeremy’s favorite activity is building
things or Jeremy loves to go to art
class.” Chat with your friends and
neighbors, too. Ask which summer
camps their kids have enjoyed.
Discuss opportunities with your
child. Younger kids might have a
harder time telling you what interests them, says Betty Bloch, who
formerly served as supervisor of

community education programs for
the Plymouth-Canton Community
School District. That’s one reason
why she advises picking something
with plenty of variety.
“With older children, it’s a little
easier to figure out,” she explains,
“but with children under the age
of 8, summer camp can be a great
way to introduce them to several
different activities and find out
what they enjoy.” For example,
instead of concentrating on one
sport, choose a camp that has a
different one each day.

Ready for overnight?
It’s a big milestone, but starting
around age 7, kids are about ready,
says Glen King, chief development
officer at the YMCA of Greater
Toledo.
“Most children become developmentally ready somewhere
between second and fourth grade
for an extended camp of five or
more nights,” he explains.
If you’re concerned about your
child’s readiness, arrange an overnight visit with friends or relatives
to see how your child reacts, King
suggests. Consider mini-camps,
too, which are a shorter time period – but still overnight. There are
even some weekend camps where
a parent can attend with the child.

Set realistic expectations
So. You’ve done the research
and quizzed your kid. But that
doesn’t mean the ideal camp is
going to happen at a convenient
time and location. Child care,
driving distance and family
vacations can all pose challenges.
Build some flexibly into your
schedule – but don’t overbook
yourself, as it typically only leads
to overstressing yourself (and, by
extension, your kids).
Another pitfall? High
expectations for what a camp
offers. “Parents need to keep
in mind that the longer a child
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attends the same camp or
program, the more growth and
productivity will come out of that
relationship,” says Jill Tipograph,
author of Your Everything Summer
Guide & Planner and a nationally
recognized camp consultant.
“One week is not going to make
your child much stronger at any
particular skill.” For the most
part, summer camp is more about
socialization (and fun) than an
academic experience.
That’s not to say that your
child won’t gain any new abilities;
those skills, like feeling more
independent and self-assured,
just might be subtler. “With camp
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there’s really no other opportunity
in life for kids to be who they are
without being judged, and in a
safe environment,” Tipograph
adds.

Determine your budget
Costs vary widely. Partial-day
summer camps can cost as little as
$100 for a weeklong experience
of two or three hours a day. A
residential sleep-away camp can
run around $90 or more a day for
three meals, activities and lodging.
Watch for the extras, too, such
as fees for being late picking up
your child. Even upfront charges,
like registration and membership
dues, can add up quickly, especially
if you’re enrolling kids in multiple
camps.
Look for discounts, says Douglas
Grimm, former VP of camping
services for YMCA of Metro
Detroit, such as those for early
registration or enrolling more than
one child or for more than one
week. One way to stretch your
dollar, particularly with day camps,
is let your child pick a pricier option
for one week – and pair it with
another more-affordable option.
And don’t be shy about
inquiring about scholarships, adds
Glen King with the Y.
“You might be pleasantly
surprised to find out that money
isn’t just available to those who
are considered poverty stricken,”
King says. The YMCA, for instance,
offers a variety of full and partial
scholarships. “People should not
be embarrassed about asking
about money for camp. We
have alumni who are proud to
contribute and help out children
who might not otherwise be able
to go to camp.”

fit, Griffin says. If a camp has
multiple offerings, directors
can place your child in another
program that might make him
or her more comfortable.

Evaluate the camp
If your list is narrowed down to
one or even two options, congrats
– you’re in the home stretch!
To seal the deal, put on your
investigative hat. Griffin offers
parents these insights on what to
look for when making the final
choice:

American Camp Association: Many
camps, particularly overnight
spots, may be ACA accredited.
This means they’ve “passed a
rigorous quality check,” King
notes. “There’s a long list of
standards that have to be met.”

Try to visit. Camp programs often

have info nights when you can
take your child to check out the
facilities. See if your child seems Enroll!
excited about what the camp
Although some summer camps
offers. Make sure the counselors start filling up at the beginning
are equally enthusiastic to be
of the year, spring is typically not
involved.
too late to enroll. Camp directors
Call with questions. Call the camp often add sessions, if possible, for
popular programs. “Usually, we
and listen to how they answer
get calls right after the Christmas
your questions. A good camp
break when parents have been
is more interested in whether
home with their kids for two
your child will find a good fit
weeks straight and they know
in its program, Griffin notes,
their kids will go stir-crazy without
than simply pushing you to
something to do during the
enroll. “They should be asking
summer,” says Griffin.
you questions too,” she adds.
But don’t fret. “Usually Easter
Tip: Looking for a few good
is the high time for summer camp
questions? See page 23.
registration,” Grimm adds. And,
Ask about counselors. First, what while some camps have limited
is the ratio of campers to
enrollment, others can increase
counselors? “A good camp
number of counselors to meet
staff to student ratio is 1-to-4
demand.
or even 1-to-6,” says Griffin.
For programs that don’t put
“I’ve seen some as high as 1-to- out their camp guides until closer
12 – and as a supervisor that
to the summer break, enrollment
would be distressing to be in
usually spikes the week after the
charge of 12 kids.” Ask about
schedule is made available to
training too. Are they kids right parents. “We also get calls about
out of high school? College
a week into the summer break,”
students? Certified teachers?
Bloch says. “That’s when the
Some programs do background reality hits for parents that, ‘Oh
criminal checks.
my gosh, my kids are home for the
summer.’”
Find out about flexibility.
Just remember: As early as
Sometimes kids start out in
possible is the best policy.
camps that just aren’t a good
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“With camp,
there’s really no other
opportunity
in life for
kids to be
who they are
without being
judged, and
in a safe
environment.”
—Jill Tipograph, author of
Your Everything Summer
Guide & Planner
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Choose a Camp
Checklist

By Kristen J. Gough

S

Consider if the camp is too
far away for you to drive your
child there every day/week.

truggling to decide what camp experience is
right for your child? There’s certainly no lack
of choices when it comes to away-from-home
summer fun for kids in southeast Michigan. Here are
some essentials worth considering.
Talk to her teachers. What
kinds of subjects interest her?
Ask your child if there’s
something he wants to learn
more about.
Gather information about
camps from brochures,
Internet searches, the library,
camp fairs, your child’s school
– even local churches hold
inexpensive or free summer
programs.
Talk to friends and neighbors
about their child’s experiences
at various camps.

Look at whether there is
a similar camp at a closer
location.
Write down a list of any
questions you have. Call the
camp and listen to how they
answer your questions. Hints:
They should be asking you
questions, too, to see if your
child is a good fit. And see
page 23 for questions to ask!

Visit the camp. Many offer
information nights, which
are great for gauging if your
child is interested (and how
enthusiastic the counselors
are!).
Ask for references from the
camp and call those sources
to ask about their children’s
experiences.

Find out the camper-to-staff
ratio. The number should be
around 1-to-4 or 1-to-6. Also
check whether counselors
and staff receive background
checks.

See if you have friends or
neighbors whose children are
attending the same camp, so
you could carpool.

Ask if the camp is American
Camp Association (ACA)
certified.
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See how children are checked
in and out of the camping
location.
Ask about the base cost of
camp.
Find out if there are
additional fees if you are late
to pick up your child.
Make sure that you know
about additional costs such as
registration fees, membership
dues and even equipment
that you’d have to purchase
for your child to participate.
Find out about flexibility.
Some kids start out in camps
that just aren’t a good fit. If a
camp has multiple offerings,
directors can place your child
in another program that
might make him or her more
comfortable.
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Questions to ask
your Kid’s Camp

N

ot all camps are created equal. And
with so many different types of children out
there, really, that’s how it should be. But

knowing whether a camp is right for your child –
and run by people ready to care for them properly
– is critical. Before you sign up, there are some
important questions you should ask the camp
director. Here’s a list from the American Camp
Association, or ACA, which accredits more than
2,400 overnight camps throughout the country.

1. What is the camp’s
philosophy? Whether it
promotes healthy rivalry and
team competition or no-stress
fun for everyone, make sure
that the emphasis is in line with
your own.

2. What’s the camp director’s
background? The ACA
recommends directors hold
a bachelor’s degree, have
completed in-service training
within the past three years, and
have at least 16 weeks of camp
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administrative experience before
assuming the responsibilities of
director.

3. What training do
counselors receive? At a
minimum, camp staff should
be trained in safety regulations,
emergency procedures and
communication, behavior
management techniques, child
abuse prevention, appropriate
staff and camper behavior
and specific procedures for
supervision.
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ACA Accreditation
4. What is the counselor-tocamper ratio? ACA standards
require different ratios for
varying ages of campers and
special needs. Generally, the
ratios at resident camps range
from one staff member for every
six campers ages 7-8, one staff
member for every eight campers
ages 9-14, and one staff
member for every 10 campers
ages 15-18. At day camps,
the ratios range from one staff
member for every eight campers
ages 6-8; one staff member for
every 10 campers ages 9-14;
and one staff member for every
12 campers ages 15-18.

5. What are the ages of the
counselors? ACA standards
recommend that 80 percent or
more of the counseling/program
staff be at least 18 years old.
Staff must be at least 16 years
old and be at least two years
older than the campers with
whom they work.

6. What are desired
qualities in camp staff?
Trustworthiness and
dependability, the ability to
adapt to a variety of situations,
empathy for and ability to work
with camp clientele, a strong
self-image and an outgoing
personality are important
characteristics for camp staff.

7. What percentage of the
counselors returned from
last year? Most camps have
40-60 percent returning staff. If
the rate is lower, find out why.

8. How are behavioral and
disciplinary problems
handled? This is where the
director’s philosophy comes
through loud and clear. Positive
reinforcement, assertive role
modeling and a sense of fair
play are generally regarded
as key components of camp
counseling and leadership.
Rules are necessary in

To find out if an overnight
camp is accredited with
the American Camp
Association, call
765-342-8456 or visit
acacamps.org.

any organization, and the
disciplinary approach taken
should be reasonable and well
communicated. If penalties are
involved for violations, they
should be applied quickly, fairly,
calmly and without undue
criticism to campers.

9. How does the camp handle
special needs? If your child
has special requirements, ask
the camp director about needed
provisions and facilities. Is there
a nurse on staff? A designated
place to store insulin or allergy
medicine? Are special foods
available for campers with
restricted diets?

10. How does the camp handle
homesickness and other
adjustment issues? The
camp’s philosophy on helping
children adjust is important, too.
Be sure you are comfortable
with the camp’s guidelines on
parent/child contact.

11. What about references?
This is generally one of the
best ways to check a camp’s
reputation and service record.
Directors should be happy to
provide references.

12. Does the American Camp
Association accredit the
camp? Accreditation visitors
ask the questions – 300 of
them – regarding essential
health, safety and program
quality issues important to a
camp’s overall operation. This
does not guarantee a risk-free
environment, but it’s some of
the best evidence parents have
of a camp’s commitment to a
safe and nurturing environment
for their children.

24
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Preparing and
Packing for Camp
By Sue LeBreton

A

s you pack and prepare to send your child
off to camp, whether it’s the first or fifth
time, there’s a lot to consider. They’ll need a

lot of gear and essentials to weather that week or so
away from mom and dad’s TLC. While they’ll get a
nice dose of autonomy at camp soon enough, in the

Here are some general guidelines
I’ve learned – and relearned! –
after sending two children to
various camps for more than six
years. Remember, too, that the
camp organizers are experts – so
if they’ve given you a camp guide
or any instructions, be sure to trust
those directions and follow them
closely.

meantime, parents walk a fine line between doting

Don’t wait till last minute.

and packing up every little last thing – and getting

Start reviewing the suggested
packing list with your child a few
weeks before camp. This gives you
ample opportunity to purchase any
missing items, and it allows your

kids more actively involved (hint: The second option
tends to work out a bit better).
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child to start thinking and getting
excited about camp.

Have children pack their
own bags, with supervision.
That way, they can find those allimportant socks and underwear
– and other basics. Plus, it adds
to kids’ sense of independence,
another reason we send them to
camp to start with.

If it leaves your house, label
it. From luggage to individual
items, use a system to label
every T-shirt, shoe or flashlight.
Preprinted labels are great, but
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In care packages, if food
expensive. One year when my
daughter attended camp, we
created a logo for her using her
initials and marked all items using a
permanent marker. Even if another
camper had the same initials, her
items were uniquely identified.

Be considerate with care
packages. Double check if this
is even allowed. In more rustic
surroundings, food is not allowed
in sleeping quarters because it
attracts wild animals. If food is
permitted, send enough to share
with cabin mates – but be sensitive
to any allergy issues. Many camps
are peanut- or nut-free facilities.

Pack it in and pack it out. A
horse camp my daughter attended
suggested campers bring a detailed
list of their belongings. When she
was packing up to come home,

is permitted, send enough to
share with cabin mates –
but be sensitive to any
allergy issues.
it made it easier for her to locate
missing items when she knew she
was looking for two pink shirts.
She liked this technique so much
she’s used to pack for other camps.

kids. Will receiving a daily note
from you make them more or less
bummed? Our son asked us to not
send any notes the second year
as he found the notes made him
lonely.

Overcome your helicopter
tendencies. Keep communication

Be strong. I know you may be

to a minimum and obey any camp
restrictions. Many camps allow
one-way communication where
parents can send a daily letter or
email. You are the expert on your

anxious and missing your child, but
do not call the camp unless it is an
emergency. Pack your own anxiety
away and prepare your child for
the possibility of homesickness
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(see more on that on page 39).
Tell them this is normal and can
happen to campers of any age.
Assure them that you know they
can handle it. Counselors should
be trained to help campers work
through these issues. If your child
calls crying for you to come and
get them, steel yourself and repeat
that you are confident in their
ability to manage this. Then speak
to the head counselor to assess
the situation.

Don’t bring the big tickets.
Valuables like jewelry and
expensive electronics belong at
home. If children attend camp with
mobile phones or iPods, they are
missing the opportunity to connect
and make new friends. Isn’t that
why we are sending them to camp
in the first place?
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How to Build
a Campfire

By Kim Kovelle

A

Chris Gay of Allen Park taught
this skill to hundreds of local girls
– including her own daughters
– for over 20 years as Girl Scout
leader and camp volunteer in
southeast Michigan. She’s trained
camp counselors who show fifthgrade girls how to create basic
“A-frame” fires. Here’s some
advice from her – as well as Gene
Navilys, who’s served a Boy Scout
master with Troop 1318 in Detroit.

campfire can spark warm camp
memories of roasting marshmallows and
swapping stories. But actually making one

has become something of a lost art in our modern
times. Perhaps your child is heading to camp
where there’ll be learning this skill – or one where
an outdoor fire will be blazing. Maybe you’d just
like to learn how the heck to create that perfect
pyramid of kindling for a family camp outing.
Whatever the case, it’s great to learn the basics,

1. ‘Ground’ rules. At any age,
safety is lesson No. 1. “You don’t

particularly with safety.
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play around the campfire,” Gay
says. “You don’t run. You don’t
pass things around.” Clothing
should be fitted; no hoodies with
loose strings or nylon, which is
highly flammable. The ground
itself is important, too: Within
three to four feet of a campsite
fire pit, rake away any leaves and
branches, which stray cinders could
ignite. This distance also is where
chairs or benches should be placed
– and, Gay adds, make it clear:
“The only time they come up to
(the fire) is for cooking.” Remove
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old coals, clean off cooking grates
and always have a bucket of water
nearby.

2. Wood gathering. Next, scour
the forest floor for branches.
Even toddlers can help collect
the three types of fallen bramble:
“tinder,” or tiny pieces as skinny
as toothpicks and 3 to 8 inches
long; “kindling,” about the width
of a pencil and also 3 to 8 inches
in length; and “fuel,” as thick as a
wrist and roughly a foot long.
“In Girl Scouting, we basically use
what Mother Nature provides,”
says Gay, who doesn’t use lighter
fluid. She also nixes crumpled
newspaper, since it’s light and
often floats away from the fire –
which could catch a nearby tree
or child.
Good burning wood must
be dry, she adds. Test pieces
by breaking off a small bit and
listening for a crisp snap. And
watch out for sap, adds Navilys.
When one of his boys once picked
up a sticky stick, Navilys tossed
a piece of it into the flame for
a startling demo: “He was very
surprised to find out that wood
exploded!” Place all that firewood
into separate piles in a “staging
area” that’s a safe distance from
your pit.
3. Building the frame. Stacking
wood into structure can get tricky.
So, with beginners, Gay teaches a
simple “A-frame” method. Take
two pieces of “fuel” and lay them
flat on the ground, into a “V.”
Place a third piece of “fuel” across
the other two, to form a capital
“A.” This “crossbar” should face
toward the wind. Next, arrange
kindling in the top portion of
the “A”: Each piece should lean

6. Dousing. Extinguishing your

diagonally from the ground up
onto the crossbar. In the same
fashion, lean the tinder on top of
the kindling.

campfire is perhaps one of the
most important safety steps of all.
“Please, don’t take the bucket
(of water) and throw it on,”
Gay cautions; that’ll just end
in thick plumes of smoke.
Instead, flatten the fire as
much as possible with the
monitoring stick. Then,
carefully pour on water
until you feel no heat
when hovering
your hand about
an inch above
the coals.

4. Ignition! Age 11 or 12: That’s
the earliest kids should attempt
striking a match, Gay and Navilys
agree. “Again, stress proper
supervision,” says Gay. Avoid
matchbooks, which are small and
flimsy, and opt for longer, sturdier
wooden kitchen matches (the
“strike anywhere” type, available
at hardware stores, are a extraeasy alternative, Navilys notes).
Always instruct kids to strike the
match away from their bodies.
Once the match lights, hold it to
the “underside” of the leaning
kindling until it catches; then, let
it drop.

5. Tending the blaze. No
crackling fire is complete
without a few campfire
songs, s’mores – and
a “monitoring
stick.” Hardy and
3- to 4-feet long,
it’s used to push
in branches and
twigs that fall
from the main
flame, Gay
says. Keep an
eye on any
red-glowing
flyaway embers;
they’ll often
“die” on their
own, but might
need a quick shoe
stomp. If the fire
dwindles, slowly feed
in additional fuel – close
to the ground and at a safe,
arm’s length distance – until the
ends catch fire, Navilys says.
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Camp Dessert:
Pretzel S’mores

By Kristen J. Gough

Takes 10 minutes. Makes 30 treats.

N

Ingredients

Directions

1 bag big marshmallows

1. Place the chocolate in a glass,

even better? Quick s’mores

1 sleeve graham crackers
(or 1 cup crushed)

you can create any time

30 pretzel sticks

Michigancrowave-safe bowl
and heat on medium power
for one minute and 30 seconds
(microwave temperatures may
vary).

othing says summer
quite like s’mores.
But you know what’s

during summer vacation – no
campfire required! It takes

1 cup melting chocolate

just four ingredients. Plus, it’s

2. Stir the chocolate until smooth.

easy enough that you can

3. Place pretzels into the

explain it to your kids, give

marshmallows.

them the goods and let them

4. Crush the graham crackers to

get to work (who gets to be

make one cup, then place in a
shallow bowl.

the official graham cracker
crusher?).
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5. Dip the marshmallows, one
at a time, into the chocolate.
Then, roll in the graham
crackers crumbs. Note!
Make sure the chocolate is
lukewarm first; if it’s too hot,
the marshmallows will melt
into it. Carefully check the
temp by dipping a spoon in,
and then touching your finger
to the chocolate.

6. Place on waxed paper to set.
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Handling
Homesickness

By Heidi Smith Luedtke, Ph.D.

B

eing away from home
and loved ones sparks
pangs of homesickness in

almost everyone. As many as 95
percent of kids experience mild
sadness when they’re off at a
place like camp – and some feel
intense, long-lasting distress.

There’s a definite difference, says Erika
Myers, a therapist and former boarding
school teacher in North Carolina.
“It’s important to differentiate between
adjustment anxieties that tend to diminish
as kids get accustomed to new places,
people and routines,” she says, “and
deeper feelings of disconnection and
depression that grow worse over time.”
Younger kids and those who have never
spent time away from home have the
most trouble at camp. Parents, meanwhile,
worry – about their kids, of course, but
also that their attempts to comfort them
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will only make things worse.
Discover how to support your camper
while she explores the world on her own.

Give kids control. Studies show kids
who choose go to camp are much less
likely to feel homesick than kids who
are forced by parents’ push. It’s best to
let your child decide if, when and where
she goes. She should pick what to bring
and plan which activities she’ll do, too.
This reminds kids they are capable and
independent.
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Pack it Up

Set optimistic expectationS.

Lay low. Give your child time to

Kids need to know it’s OK to think
about home and to miss their
parents, pets, toys and favorite
foods. Explain that there will be
a period of transition, but don’t
be discouraging. Attitudes about
separation can become a selffulfilling prophecy – if your child
believes he can’t cope with camp,
he won’t. Be realistic and upbeat.

navigate new situations without
interference from home. “Kids
need time and space to get
immersed in the camp setting,”
Myers says. Send a quick daily
email or note that inspires
your child to try new activities.
Ask about her bunkmates
and counselor. Keep at-home
happenings on the down low so

your child doesn’t miss what she’s
missing even more.

Manage your anxieties.
Worried about your child’s ability
to make friends and fit in? “Keep
your concerns to yourself. Kids
look to parents for their sense
of self and safety,” says Frank
Sileo, a New Jersey, psychologist
and author of Bug Bites and
Campfires: A Story for Kids about
Homesickness. Talk with camp
staff or other parents to quell your
worries instead of passing them on
to your child.

Encourage busyness. There is
a lot going on at summer camp
– staying busy is the best way to
get through the initial adjustment.
“Down time will allow your child
to dwell on thoughts of home,”
Sileo says, “and that will make
him feel worse.” Get a list of camp
activities and help your kid craft a
plan of attack. The best defense
against homesickness is a full
calendar.
Stay in touch. Check in at regular
intervals. “Setting up a ritual –
perhaps a brief phone call or email
at a specific time of day – can give
your child a sense of security and
consistency,” Myers says. Send a
care package with treats and toys
to let your camper know you’re
thinking about her. Include items
to share with cabin-mates. A book
of Mad Libs, riddles or ghost
stories makes bedtime fun for all.
Ask kids to write home. The
process of putting thoughts on
paper and mailing them away
is cathartic. Send stationery and
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Tangible reminders of
people and pets keep kids
connected to home and
family. Send along these
items to comfort your
camper.

Photos of family
members and pets
A favorite blanket
or pillow
A stuffed animal
or small toy
A journal or scrapbook
Dad’s T-shirt to sleep in
Favorite snack foods

stamps so your child can handwrite
letters to friends, parents and
grandparents. Writing lets kids
explore and express their feelings.
Save kids’ letters to include in
a summer camp scrapbook or
memory box.

Don’t rush to the rescue.
If you receive homesick letters
or phone calls, express your
confidence that your child can get
through it. Offering to pick him
up will only validate his sense of
helplessness, says Sileo. Identify
an adult your child can talk to,
such as a counselor or the camp
nurse. Staff members are trained to
handle homesickness and they’ll let
you know if your child really needs
to come home.
While your child is away, plan
a post-camp surprise party to
welcome her back. Warm, loving
parents give kids a firm foundation
for big adventures at camp and
beyond!
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Awesome Camp Options in And Near Michigan
Key
Day
Overnight
Away
Special Needs

AccelerateKID

Beverly Hills Club

Black River Farm and Ranch

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Madison Heights, Michigan
844-483-2433
acceleratekid.com

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11
Beverly Hills, Michigan
248-642-8500
beverlyhillsclub.com

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Croswell, Michigan
810-679-2505
blackriverfarmandranch.com

Gifted
More (or Other)
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Key
Day
Overnight
Away
Special Needs
Gifted
More (or Other)

Bloomfield Hills Schools
Recreation Camps

Bloomin' Preschool
Summer Programs

Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11,
12-17, 18+
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-433-0885
bloomfield.org/recreation

Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-341-7950
bloomfield.org/bloomin

Bloomfield Hills Schools
Robotics Camps
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-433-0885
bloomfield.org/recreation

Brain Balance
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-642-7246
brainbalancecenters.com
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Bright Loritos

Camp Kandalore

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8
Troy, Michigan
248-649-6790
brightloritos.com

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Toronto, Ontario
416-322-9735
kandalore.com

Camp Henry

Camp Kodiak

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Newaygo, Michigan
616-459-2267
camphenry.org

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Mississauga, Ontario
877-569-7595
campkodiak.com
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Key
Day
Overnight
Away
Special Needs
Gifted
More (or Other)

Camp Lookout and
Crystalaire Adventures
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Frankfort, Michigan
231-299-0005
lookoutsummer.com

Camp Newaygo
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Newaygo, Michigan
231-652-1184
campnewaygo.org

Camp Sancta Maria
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Washington, Michigan
248-822-8199
campsanctamaria.org

Camp Tall Tree
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Ann Arbor, Michigan
717-658-7769
camptalltree.com

Camp Tamarack
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Toronto, Ontario
416-989-6159
camptamarack.info

Camp Tanuga
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Kalkaska, Michigan
248-258-9150
camptanuga.com

Centauri Summer Arts Camp
Program type:
Ages: 9-11, 12-17
Wellandport, Ontario
416-766-7124
centauriartscamp.com

Center for Talent
Development –
Northwestern University

248-645-3674
schools.cranbrook.edu/page/
camps--public-programs/aboutour-programs

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Evanston, Illinois
847-491-7662
ctd.northwestern.edu

Culver Summer
Schools & Camps
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Culver, Indiana
574-842-8300
culver.org/summer

Charles L. Bowers School
Farm Camps
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-433-0885
bloomfield.org/recreation

Detroit Country Day Summer
Programs
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Beverly Hills, Michigan
248-430-3548
dcds.edu

Children’s Hospital
of Michigan
Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11,
12-17, 18+
Detroit, Michigan
248-930-9072
childrensdmc.org

Detroit Institute for Children
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11
Walled Lake, Michigan
248-926-0909
detroitchildren.org

College for Creative Studies
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Detroit, Michigan
313-664-7456
collegeforcreativestudies.edu/
academics/ce/youth-programs

E.L. Johnson Nature Center
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-433-0885
bloomfield.org/recreation

Cranbrook Institute
of Science

Everbrook Academy
Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11
Novi, Michigan
248-349-3950
everbrookacademy.com

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-645-3200
science.cranbrook.edu

Franklin Athletic Club

Cranbrook Summer Camps

Program type:
Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Southfield, Michigan
248-352-8000 x314
franklinclub.com

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
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French Woods
Sports & Arts Center
Program type:
Ages: 12-17
Hancock, New York
607-637-2267
fwsportsarts.com

Henry Ford College/
Camp Henry
Program type:
Ages: 12-17
Dearborn, Michigan
313-317-6603
mtec.hfcc.edu/camp-henry

Howell Nature Center
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Howell, Michigan
517-546-0249
howellnaturecenter.org

Huron Forest
Camp CedarRidge
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Oscoda, Michigan
989-739-3571
campcedarridge.org

Huron-Clinton Metroparks
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Brighton, Michigan
810-494-6030
metroparks.com

JARC
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Farmington Hills, Michigan
248-488-7532
jarc.org
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Key
Day
Overnight
Away
Special Needs
Gifted
More (or Other)

JCC Day Camps
Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11,
12-17
West Bloomfield, Michigan
248-432-5578
jccdet.org/kids-families/
summer-camps

Lake Louise Summer Camp
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Boyne Falls, Michigan
231-549-2728
lakelouisecommunity.org

Michigan Science Center
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Detroit, Michigan
313-577-8400
mi-sci.org

Michigan State University
Gifted and Talented Education
Program type:
Ages: 9-11, 12-17
East Lansing, Michigan
517-432-2129
gifted.msu.edu

North Star Junior Sailing
Program type:
Ages: 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Harrison Township, Michigan
586-463-2192
northstarjrsailing.org

Oakland Christian School
Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11,
12-17
Auburn Hills, Michigan
248-373-2700
oaklandchristian.com

Oakland Schools Career
Focused Education
Program type:

Summer at Sacred Heart

Ages: 9-11, 12-17
Waterford , Michigan
248-209-2160
ostconline.com

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-646-8900
ashmi.org/summer

Planet Rock
Program type:
Ages: 4-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Madison Heights, Michigan
248-397-8354
planet-rock.com

Summer Impressions Day Camp
Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8, 9-11,
12-17
West Bloomfield, Michigan
248-661-3630
summerimpressions.com

Roeper Summer Programs
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-203-7370
roeper.org

TechShop
Program type:
Ages: 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Allen Park, Michigan
313-583-3831
techshop.ws

Schoolcraft College –
Kids on Campus
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Livonia, Michigan
734-462-4448
schoolcraft.edu/koc

TGA Premier Junior Golf Camps
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
248-252-0208
playtga.com/semichigan

Skull Island Camp
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
White Lake, Michigan
248-789-2223
skullislandcamp.com

The Robot Garage
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Birmingham, Michigan
248-723-9100
therobotgarage.com

Southfield Parks
and Recreation

TRUE Summer Camp

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Southfield, Michigan
248-796-4604
cityofsouthfield.com

Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11
Farmington Hills, Michigan
248-706-0000
bloomfieldsummercamp.com

Steppingstone School
for Gifted Children

WakeBoard Clinic

Program type:
Ages: Under 3, 3-5, 6-8
Farmington Hills, Michigan
248-957-8200
steppingstoneschool.org

Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Fenton, Michigan
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248-214-9052
wakeboardclinic.com

West Bloomfield
Parks & Recreation
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
West Bloomfield, Michigan
248-451-1900
westbloomfieldparks.org

Wolverine Camps
Program type:
Ages: 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Wolverine, Michigan
231-525-8211
wolverinecamps.com

YMCA Camp Copneconic
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17, 18+
Fenton, Michigan
810-629-9622
campcopneconic.org

YMCA Camps
Nissokone & Ohiyesa
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Holly, Michigan
248-887-453
ymcadetroit.org/nissokone
ymcadetroit.org/ohiyesa

YMCA Hayo-Went-Ha Camps
Program type:
Ages: 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Central Lake, Michigan
231-544-5915
hayowentha.org

YMCA of Metro Detroit
Program type:
Ages: 3-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-17
Detroit, Michigan
313-223-2752
ymcadetroit.org/day-camp

Be a happy
camper!
Find more camping tips,
activities and family fun at
MetroParent.com/Camps.

